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Build Instructions – Development Board 
 
Before you start, take a look at the Printed Circuit Board (PCB). The components go in the side with the writing on 
and the solder goes on the side with the tracks and silver pads. 

Start with the eight resistors:  
The text on the PCB shows where R1, R2 etc go. 
Ensure that you put the resistors in the right place. 
  

PCB Ref Value Colour Bands 

R1, R2 & R4 10k Brown, black, orange 

R3 22k Red, red, orange 

R5 – R8 1k Brown, black, red 

The transistor should be placed into Q1. 
It is important that it is inserted in the correct orientation.  
Ensure the shape of the device matches the outline printed on the PCB. 
 

Solder the three Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) as shown right in to LED1 – LED3.  
LED1 is the red LED. 
LED2 is the yellow LED. 
LED3 is the green LED. 
They won’t work if they don’t go in the right way around. If you look carefully one side of the 
LED has a flat edge, which must line up with the flat edge on the lines on the PCB. 
 

Solder the Integrated Circuit (IC) holder in to IC1. When putting this in to the board, be sure to get it 
the right way around. The notch on the IC holder should line up with the notch on the lines marked 
on the PCB. 

 
Solder the programming connector into the board where it is labelled ‘PROG’. 
 

PLACE RESISTORS 
1 

Place Transistor 
2 

Place the LED’s 
3 

Placing the IC holder 
4 

Place the programming connector 
5 
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Insert the two switches in to the board where it is labelled SW1 and SW2. Once you have got 

the pins lined up with the holes they can be pushed firmly into place and soldered. 

 
The battery clip should be soldered into the ‘POWER’ terminal. First start by feeding the wire 
through the strain relief hole (feed from the solder side). The red wire must go to the ‘+’ 
terminal (also marked ‘red’) and the black wire must go to the ‘–’ terminal (also marked 
‘black’). 

There are six terminal blocks that need to be soldered into the PCB. These should be 
inserted into the PCB where it is labelled IN1-IN3 and OUT1-OUT3. Add each terminal block 
at a time and make sure they face the edge of the PCB.  Once you are happy solder into 
place. 
 
 

Checking Your Programmable Board 
Check the following before you insert the batteries: 
 

Check the bottom of the board to ensure that: 
• All these leads are soldered. 
• Pins next to each other are not soldered together. 
 

Check the top of the board to ensure that: 
• The notch on the IC and the IC holder are in the same orientation as the markings on the printed circuit 

board. 
• The transistor Q1 is in the same orientation as the markings on the printed circuit board. 
• The LEDs 1 to 3 are in the same orientation as the markings on the printed circuit board. 
• R3 has Red, Red and Orange coloured bands. 
• R1, R2 & R4 have Brown, Black, Orange coloured bands. 
• The red wire on the battery connector goes to the ‘+’ terminal on the power terminals and the black wire 

goes to the ‘–’ terminal. 
 
 
 

Place the Switches 
6 

Place the Terminal blocks 
8 

Place the battery clip 
7 
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Build Instructions – Project Board 
 
Before you put any components in the board or pick up the soldering iron, just take a look at the Printed Circuit 
Board (PCB). The components go in the side with the writing on and the solder goes on the side with the tracks 
and silver pads. 
 
You will find it easiest to start with the small components and work up to the taller larger ones. If you’ve not 
soldered before get your soldering checked after you have done the first few joints. 

Start with the five resistors:  
The text on the PCB shows where R1, R2 etc go. 
Ensure that you put the resistors in the right place. 
  

PCB Ref Value Colour Bands 

R1, R2 & R4 10k Brown, black, orange 

R3 22k Red, red, orange 

R5  1k Brown, black, red 

The transistor should be placed into Q1. 
It is important that it is inserted in the correct orientation.  
Ensure the shape of the device matches the outline printed on the PCB. 
Once you are happy solder the device into place. 

Solder the Integrated Circuit (IC) holder in to IC1. When putting this in to the board, be sure to get it 
the right way around. The notch on the IC holder should line up with the notch on the lines marked 
on the PCB. 

Solder the programming connector into the board where it is labelled ‘PROG’. 
 

The battery clip should be soldered into the ‘POWER’ terminal. First start by feeding the wire 

through the strain relief hole (feed from the solder side). The red wire must go to the ‘+’ 

terminal (also marked ‘red’) and the black wire must go to the ‘–’ terminal (also marked 

‘black’). 

PLACE RESISTORS 
1 

Placing the IC holder 
3 

Place the programming connector 
4 

Place the battery clip 
5 

Place Transistor 
2 
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Checking Your PCB 
Check the following before you insert the batteries: 
 

Check the bottom of the board to ensure that: 
• All these leads are soldered. 
• Pins next to each other are not soldered together. 
 

Check the top of the board to ensure that: 
• The notch on the IC and the IC holder are in the same orientation as the markings on the printed circuit 

board. 
• The transistor Q1 is in the same orientation as the markings on the printed circuit board. 
• R3 has Red, Red and Orange coloured bands. 
• R1, R2 & R4 have Brown, Black, Orange coloured bands. 
• The red wire on the battery connector goes to the ‘+’ terminal on the power terminals and the black wire 

goes to the ‘–’ terminal. 
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Why use a PIC micro-controller? 
One of the main advantages of using a PIC is that it allows some tasks to be completed with fewer parts than would 
otherwise be required. For example an alarm could be built using a PIC instead of two 555 timers. The 555 timer 
circuit needs lots of extra components to work and as a result it is bigger. This can be clearly seen if you look at the 
two circuit diagrams below. The circuit on the left is the alarm circuit based on the 555 timer (19 parts) and the one 
on the right is the PIC based circuit (11 parts).  
 
 

      
 
 
There are a number of other advantages to using a micro-controller; some of these are outlined below. 
 
Advantages of using PIC micro-controllers: 

• Complex functionality can be produced a very low cost. 

• Circuit size (as described above). 

• It is very easy to make minor alterations to the function of the product. 
o These include changing the length of the delays and the duration of sounds. 
o The ability to change the tone of the buzzer and even play musical tunes if so desired. 

• Flexibility. The circuit could easily be used for a completely different function by simply re-writing the 
software. 

Easy to develop and debug. Most software packages allow you to simulate the software while it is being developed 
making it much more likely to work when used. It is also possible to break the functionality down into small steps 
which is easier to get right then jumping straight to the final design. 
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How the hardware works 

 
These boards are based around an eight pin PIC microcontroller device. A PIC is in effect a small computer that 
behaves in a way determined by the software it’s programmed with. This software is generated by the user / 
student. It is this code that will determine the eventual function of the project. To aid the design of this software the 
following describes the function of the hardware (circuit) that this software controls.  

Both boards – Processor pin mapping 

Terminal block IC Pin number GPIO 

IN1 4 3 

IN2 3 4 

OUT1 5 0 

OUT2 6 1 

OUT3 7 2 

 
The other connections to the PIC are to provide it with power (V+ and 0V) and also allow it to be programmed with 
the user defined software. 

Inputs 

Input 1 and 2. These inputs both have pull down resistors (R1 and R2) to pull the voltage on the input to the PIC to a 
low voltage. In the case of the development board push to make switches are connected to both the inputs. When 
these switches are not pressed the pull down resistors pull the voltage on the input to the PIC to a low voltage. 
When a switch is pressed (closed) the voltage on the PIC pin is pulled up to a high voltage. You will be able to read 
this change of state in your software. 
 
You can connect any type of open/closed switch between the desired input and V+ on the board.  
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Outputs 
Outputs 1 and 2. You can connect any output device to these two outputs provided that it doesn’t require more than 
25mA (23mA on development board). 
 
Output 3. You can connect any output device to this output provided that it doesn’t require more than 800mA. 
 
Connecting a device to any of the outputs that requires more current than specified above can result in permanent 
damage to the PIC. 
 
The development board has debug LEDs connected to each of these outputs. When you turn the output on in the 
software the corresponding LED will light. The resistors R6 to R8 are needed to limit the amount of current that flows 
through these LEDs, which controls the brightness of the LEDs and stops them being damaged.  

Other  
One other point worth noting is the processor clock. For any micro-controller to work it requires a clock source. The 
micro-controller uses this clock so that it knows when to execute the next line of software.  Often these clocks are 
generated externally but in the chip used in this circuit the clock is built into the chip itself. This is why it does not 
appear on the circuit diagram. 
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Application - Decision maker 
As shown below by simply adding two LEDs and push to make switch you can create a random ‘yes or no’ decision 
maker the gives a new answer on every press of the button. 
 

Circuit connections 

 

Flow diagram example 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

IN1 

Switch PIC 
OUT 1 

red 

 

Pull down 

resistor 

One side of this switch 
should be connected to 
input 1 and the other side to 
V+. The development board 
already has test switches 
which can be used. 

The anode of the LED 
should be connected to 
output of the board and 
the cathode to 0V. Unless 
you are using a 5V LED you 
will also have to fit a 
current limit resistor in 
series. If you are using the 
development board the 
test LEDs could be used as 
these 2 LEDS. 

OUT 3 

green 

Processor pin mapping 
 

Terminal 

block 

Use GPIO 

IN1 Make decision 

switch 

3 

OUT1 Red ‘No’ LED 0 

OUT3 Green ‘Yes’ LED 2 

 

Start

Switch

pressed?

Switch

pressed?

Switch

pressed?

Red LED on

Green LED off

Red LED off

Green LED on

Wait 3 seconds

Both LEDs off

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Start

Switch

pressed?

Switch

pressed?

Switch

pressed?

Red LED on

Green LED off

Red LED off

Green LED on

Wait 3 seconds

Both LEDs off

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No
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Application - Traffic light 
As shown below by simply adding a red, yellow and green LED, as well as a push to make switch it is possible to make 
a traffic light. 

Circuit connections 

 
 

Flow diagram example 
 

IN1 

Switch PIC 
OUT 1 

Red 

OUT 2 

Amber 

Pull down 

resistor 

One side of this switch 
should be connected to 
input 1 and the other side 
to V+. The development 
board already has test 
switches which can be 
used. 
 

The anode of the LED 
should be connected to 
output of the board and 
the cathode to 0V. Unless 
you are using a 5V LED you 
will also have to fit a 
current limit resistor in 
series. If you are using the 
development board the 
test LEDs could be used as 
these 3 LEDS. 

OUT 3 

Green 

Processor pin mapping 
 

Terminal 

block 

Use GPIO 

IN1 Start sequence 3 

OUT1 Red ‘go’ LED 0 

OUT2 Amber ‘caution’ 

LED 

1 

OUT3 Green ‘stop’ LED 2 

 

Start

Switch

pressed?

Green LED off 

Amber LED on

Amber LED off 

Red LED on

Wait 2 seconds

Yes

No

Green LED on

Wait 20 seconds

Amber LED on

Red LED on

Amber LED off

Red LED off

Wait 2 seconds

Start

Switch

pressed?

Green LED off 

Amber LED on

Amber LED off 

Red LED on

Wait 2 seconds

Yes

No

Green LED on

Wait 20 seconds

Amber LED on

Red LED on

Amber LED off

Red LED off

Wait 2 seconds
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Application - Quiz buzzer  
As shown below by simply adding two push to make switches switch, two  LEDs and buzzer you can create an quiz 
buzzer that sounds when either button is press and if both are pressed at the same time indicates which button was 
pressed first. 

Circuit connections 

Flow diagram example 
 

IN 1 

Switch PIC 
LED 1 

Red 

LED 2 

Amber 

Pull down 

resistor 

Connect switch 1 to IN1 

& +V, connect switch 2 

to IN2 & +V. 

 

If you are using the 

development board 

the test switches can be 

used. 

The anode of the LED 

should be connected to 

output of the board and 

the cathode to 0V. 

Unless you are using a 

5V LED you will also have 

to fit a current limit 

resistor in series. If you 

are using the 

development board the 

test LEDs could be used 

as these 2 LEDS. 

The negative side of 

buzzer should be 

connected to OUT3 on 

the board and the 

positive side to the +V 

next to it. 

 

IN 2 

Switch 

Pull down 

resistor 

OUT 3 

Buzzer 

Processor pin mapping 
 

Terminal 

block 

Use GPIO 

IN1 Switch team 1 3 

IN2 Switch team 2 4 

OUT1 Red LED (team 1) 0 

OUT2 Amber LED (team 

2) 

1 

OUT3 Buzzer 2 

 

Start

Switch 1

pressed?

Switch 2

pressed?

Red LED on
Yes

Yes

No

No

Red LED off

Amber LED off

Buzzer off

Amber LED on

Buzzer on

Wait 5 seconds

Start

Switch 1

pressed?

Switch 2

pressed?

Red LED on
Yes

Yes

No

No

Red LED off

Amber LED off

Buzzer off

Amber LED on

Buzzer on

Wait 5 seconds
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Application – Alarm 
As shown below by adding a key switch, a micro switch and a buzzer you can create an alarm that sounds when a 

draw, door etc is opened. The key switch is to allow the alarm to be activated or deactivated. 

Circuit connections 

 

Flow diagram example 
 

IN 1 

Key switch PIC 
 Pull down 

resistor 

Connect the key switch to IN1 & +V. 

Connect the door contact to IN2 & 

+V. 

If you are using the development 

board the test switches can be used 

to prove the concept. 

The negative 

side of buzzer 

should be 

connected to 

OUT3 on the 

board and the 

positive side to 

the +V next to it. 

IN 2 

Door contact 

Pull down 

resistor 

 

OUT 3 

Buzzer 

Start

Check key

switch?

Check door

contact?

Buzzer on

On

Closed

Open

Off

Check key

switch?

On

Off

Check door

contact?

Closed

Check key

switch?

On

Off

Buzzer off

Open

Start

Check key

switch?

Check door

contact?

Buzzer on

On

Closed

Open

Off

Check key

switch?

On

Off

Check door

contact?

Closed

Check key

switch?

On

Off

Buzzer off

Open

Processor pin mapping 
 

Terminal 

block 

Use GPIO 

IN1 Key switch 3 

IN2 Door contact 4 

OUT3 Buzzer 2 
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Application - Timed motor 
As shown below by adding a push to make switch and motor you can create spin the motor for a defined period of 
time upon a press of the switch. This could be used to drive a buggy or fan. 

Circuit connections 
 

 
 

Flow diagram example 
 
 
 

IN 1 

Switch PIC 
 Pull down 

resistor 

Connect the switch to 

IN1 & +V. 

If you are using the 

development board 

the test switch can be 

used. 

The motor should be 

connected between +V 

and OUT3 on the board. 

You will need to 

connect a 100nF 

capacitor across the 

motor and also should 

connect a clamping 

diode across the motor 

as well. The band on the 

diode should go to +V 

connection. 

 

Pull down 

resistor 

 

OUT 3 

Motor 

Start

Switch

pressed?

Motor on

No

Wait 30 seconds

Motor off

Yes

Start

Switch

pressed?

Motor on

No

Wait 30 seconds

Motor off

Yes

Processor pin mapping 
 

Terminal 

block 

Use GPIO 

IN1 Switch 3 

OUT3 Motor 2 
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Parts list 

Decision maker 
As shown below by simply adding two LEDs and push to make switch you can create a random ‘yes or no’ decision 
maker the gives a new answer on every press of the button. 
 
Parts list to build 100 decision makers: 
 

Part no. Description Qty 

2127 PIC 8 pin project board (2 in, 3 out) 100 

3726 PICAXE-08 100 

3401 Push to make switch x25 4 

3504 Red 5mm LED, pack of 50 4 

3003-200 220Ω resistor, pack of 100 2 

2201-40 AA battery, pack of 40 8 

 

Traffic light 
As shown below by simply adding a red, yellow and green LED, as well as a push to make switch it is possible to make 
a traffic light. 
 
Parts list to build 100 traffic lights: 
 

Part no. Description Qty 

2127 PIC 8 pin project board (2 in, 3 out) 100 

3726 PICAXE-08 100 

3401 Push to make switch x25 4 

3504 Red 5mm LED, pack of 50 4 

3505 Green 5mm LED, pack of 50 4 

3506 Yellow 5mm LED, pack of 50 4 

3003-200 220Ω resistor, pack of 100 2 

2201-40 AA battery, pack of 40 8 
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Quiz buzzer 
As shown below by simply adding two push to make switches switch, two  LEDs and buzzer you can create an quiz 
buzzer that sounds when either button is press and if both are pressed at the same time indicates which button was 
pressed first. 
 
Parts list to build 100 quiz buzzers: 
 

Part no. Description Qty 

2127 PIC 8 pin project board (2 in, 3 out) 100 

3726 PICAXE-08 100 

3401 Push to make switch x25 8 

3504 Red 5mm LED, pack of 50 4 

3003-200 220Ω resistor, pack of 100 2 

3303 Piezo buzzer (no drive), pack of 10 10 

2201-40 AA battery, pack of 40 8 

Alarm 
As shown below by adding a key switch, a micro switch and a buzzer you can create an alarm that sounds when a 
draw, door etc is opened. The key switch is to allow the alarm to be activated or deactivated. 
 
Parts list to build 100 alarms: 
 

Part no. Description Qty 

2127 PIC 8 pin project board (2 in, 3 out) 100 

3726 PICAXE-08 100 

2001 Key switch 100 

3403 Micro switch, pack of 10 10 

3303 Piezo buzzer (no drive), pack of 10 10 

2201-40 AA battery, pack of 40 8 

Timed motor 
As shown below by adding a push to make switch and motor you can create spin the motor for a defined period of 
time upon a press of the switch. This could be used to drive a buggy or fan. 
 
Parts list to build 100 timed fans: 
 

Part no. Description Qty 

2127 PIC 8 pin project board (2 in, 3 out) 100 

3726 PICAXE-08 100 

3401 Push to make switch x25 4 

2501 Medium torque DC motor x10 10 

2201-40 AA battery, pack of 40 8 

 



 

 

Online Information 
Two sets of information can be downloaded from the product page where the kit can also be reordered from. The 
‘Essential Information’ contains all of the information that you need to get started with the kit and the ‘Teaching 
Resources’ contains more information on soldering, components used in the kit, educational schemes of work and so 
on and also includes the essentials. Download from: 
 
www.kitronik.co.uk/2126 www.kitronik.co.uk/2127 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Every effort has been made to ensure that these notes are correct, however Kitronik accept no responsibility for 
issues arising from errors / omissions in the notes. 
 

© Kitronik Ltd - Any unauthorised copying / duplication of this booklet or part thereof for purposes except for use 
with Kitronik project kits is not allowed without Kitronik’s prior consent. 

www.kitronik.co.uk/facebook

www.kitronik.co.uk/twitter

www.kitronik.co.uk/google

www.kitronik.co.uk/youtube

+44 (0) 845 8380781
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Web:

Tech support email:

This kit is designed and manufactured in the UK by Kitronik 
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